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Lac du Flambeau 
Reservation

• What is the source 
of water to public 
supply wells?

• What is the fate of 
infiltrated waste 
water?



Focus Area

• Lake-Elements simulate 
stage and water budget for 
local lakes and wetlands

• Lagoons infiltrate 125,000 
gallons of waste water per 
day

Hydrogeologic challenges:

• Are wetlands well connected 
with groundwater?

• Do wetlands affect the 
distribution of wastewater in 
the aquifer?
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Methods
• GFLOW – Groundwater flow model

– Simulate flow directions, lake stages & mass balance

• PEST – Parameter calibration and covariance
– Calibrate to heads, gradients, and flows with hydraulic 

conductivity (K), recharge (R), and sediment resistance (C)
– Covariance matrices for calibrated parameters; estimated 

variances for non-calibrated parameters

• Monte Carlo – Uncertainty analysis
– Latin Hypercube sampling of covariance (Starn and Bagtzoglou, 

2012)

• Custom Python codes
– End-point analysis for areas contributing recharge to wells
– Terminal Element and Pathline Projection to synthetic grids for 

source tracking



Monte Carlo Uncertainty Analysis

• Latin Hypercube:  Equiprobable 
sampling that honors parameter 
covariance and correlation

• Model is run for each parameter 
set (~800 – 1000 realizations)

• Model runs distributed on 100+ CPUs 
with Condor
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Areas Contributing Recharge 
to Wells (end-point analysis)

– Forward particle tracking 
– Read pathline output & search for the well ID
– Captured by the well? Yes = assign 1 to the particle 

starting location for this realization
– Sum results for a grid of particles and 1000s of 

realizations; divide by number of realizations
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Area Contributing Recharge
Future Pumping Rates

• Uniform grid of particles     
(each colored square = 1 particle 
starting location)

• No particles inside wetland 
(Lake Element) because flow 
inside lakes is not tracked

• Small potential for capturing 
wastewater at future pumping 
rates
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Heterogeneity has only modest 
effect on contributing areas

Images from Haitjema (1995)

• Heterogeneity only moderately affects contributing areas
• Larger effect on contaminant break-through timing; not incorporated here



Terminal Element Analysis
– Forward particle tracking (track the source)
– Read pathline output & match with a list of element IDs
– Captured by element “x”?   Yes = assign 1 to the 

element for this realization
– Sum results for each element using a grid of particles 

and 1000s of realizations; divide by “n” realizations
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calibrated 
pathlines

Terminal Element Analysis
“Probability of 1 or more particle ending at an individual linesink segment”

• 1000 particles 
(forward tracked)

• Roughly uniform 
linesink discretization

• Underflow below 
weak sinks can be 
difficult to visualize 
without pathlines
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Wastewater Source Tracking
(pathline projection to grids)

– Generate synthetic grid
– Forward particle tracking (track the source)
– Project pathline onto grid
– Does a pathline traverse a specific cell? Yes = assign 1 

to the cell for this realization
– Sum results for all grid cells; divide by “n” realizations
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Projecting a Pathline to a Grid

• Process sequentially along each pathline
• Identify nearby grids
• Compute line equation for each pathline 

segment
• Evaluate line coordinates against grid 

coordinates (map view)



Wastewater Source Tracking
Grid spacing = particle step size (5m)

• 1000 particles 
(forward tracked)

• Probability of at least 
one particle 
intersecting a cell –
“probability of plume 
extent”

• Considerations:
• Number of 

particles
• Particle step size
• Grid spacing
• Weak sinks

Terminal elements shown for relative comparison
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Wastewater Source Tracking
Grid spacing ~10x particle step size

Terminal elements shown for relative comparison

Coarser grid:
• More conservative 

(high probability 
extends farther; low 
probability increases

• Very low probability 
areas remain low

Probability of 
plume extent

100% probability

0% probability



1000 particles; 
20m grid spacing (4x ptl step size)

Wastewater Source Tracking
Effects of “n” particles and grid size

• Broad interpretation remains consistent
(high/low probability areas)

• “Higher” ptl/cells  amplifies 
probability

• “Lower” ptl/cells  dilutes probability
• Weak sinks amplify discrepancies 

reformulate into an Area Contributing 
Recharge problem for areas in the 
“weak sink shadow”
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1000 particles; 
20m grid spacing (4x ptl step size)

Wastewater Source Tracking
Effects of “n” particles and grid size
1000 particles; 
5m grid spacing (1x ptl step size)

100 particles; 
20m grid spacing (4x ptl step size)
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Additional Considerations
Area Contributing Recharge:
•This is least subjective method; problems should be re-formulated to use this approach if possible
•Particle density should be sufficient to illustrate an appropriate gradation in probability

Terminal Element Analysis:
•A subjective method – influenced by number of particles and linesink discretization
•Uniform linesink segmentation should be sought
•Number of particles should be appropriate for the problem and linesink discretization – may benefit 
from single forward-run trials

Pathline Projection:
•A subjective method – some subjectivity reduced by reading particle step size directly from model 
files
•Grid spacing should be appropriate for problem domain (1x to a few times the particle step size)
•Number of particles should be appropriate for the problem and grid discretization – may benefit from 
single forward-run trials
•Weak sink discretization can also affect results – linesink refinement may be appropriate



Summary

• A suite of codes for Monte Carlo analyses coupled to PEST and 
GFLOW provides multiple approaches for evaluating scenario 
uncertainty

• Algorithms for evaluating Areas Contributing Recharge are 
straightforward, and relatively in-sensitive to heterogeneity

• Algorithms for source tracking require the user to evaluate an 
appropriate level of discretization (linesinks or grid cells) and the 
number of particles to simulate

• Terminal element analysis should utilize uniform linesink spacing
• Grid cell spacing may be guided by the average particle step-size 

computed by GFLOW from the problem dimensions (screen 
window)

• Interpretation of results and limitations is required to assist 
managers with understanding uncertainty maps



Additional Notes
• Evaluate heterogeneity piece-wise heterogeneity
• Evaluates the importance of a parameter for predictive scenarios – including parameters that were 

insensitive during the calibration process
• Does not consider concentration (Not a contaminant transport code)

– Can apply mass to each particle, but unclear how to compute total water flux through each grid, which is needed to compute conc.
– Lacks dispersion, adsorption, decay, and transience
– Does not consider contaminant arrival time
– Likely a conservative estimate of probability (no decay, adsorption, reactions; more particles = greater probability for source 

tracking approaches)
– Does not consider depth of plume

• Preferable to use source tracking as a scoping tool, and re-assess using area contributing 
recharge for elements of interest



Latin Hypercube



PEST Sensitivities

• Recharge 0.37
• K_west 0.34
• K_east 1.3
• C_wetlands 0.06

• Heads and flows provide little information 
for estimating wetland resistance; 
however, resistance is expected to have a 
substantial influence on predictive 
scenarios



Project Pathline to a Grid

• Considerations:
– Particle step size
– Grid spacing
– Weak sinks
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